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Electric cabinets

Charging cabinets for mobile phones Box charging cabinets Workshop charging cabinets

Cabinets for liquids Workbench extensions

Charging cabinets for mobile phones
The original structure and design of the POLAK brand turns the char- 
ging cabinet for mobile phones into unique technology which enables the 
charging of up to sixteen mobile phones at a time. Thanks to the three 
connectors, almost every type of mobile devices on the market can be 
charged. Once the device has been inserted and linked to the connector, 
the processor-controlled source starts to supply the required power in the 
quickest possible way. The individual charging boxes are fully lockable by 
means of a user-friendly coin lock or standard cylindrical lock. Up to three 
charging cabinets can be interconnected by means of a connecting cable. 
It is an ideal device for common rooms, such as dining rooms and chang-
ing rooms, as well as for offices and plants.

cover 
protection

IP20

20

The charging cabinets for mobile phones 
are provided with the RAL 7035/7016 colour 
scheme (housing/door), which cannot be 
changed.
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Ergonomic workplaces ESD program

The cabinets are intended for 
hanging on the wall, delivered 
without mounting material.

The connecting cable enables up to three charging 
stations to be interconnected. The entire assembly 
is then supplied with a single input cable.

Locks

Connectors

Upholstery

The charging boxes are 
equipped with cylindrical locks 
or coin locks suitable for coins 
in the currencies: Czech crown, 
Euro, Polish zloty and Hungarian 
forint.  

Each of the sixteen charging boxes is 
equipped with three connectors - micro 
USB, USB-C and Apple lightning. Con-
nectors with safe charging cables.

The internal space of the boxes is 
lined with 3D textile, which enables 
comfortable laying and prevents 
damage to the mobile phone.

16 charging boxes with connectors; the box space is intended for mobile devices 
of maximum dimensions 180 x 100 x 22 mm, 2 m supply cable

Charging cabinet for mobile phones

Interconnecting cable

Locking Currency Order number W x D x H 
mm kg

cylindrical lock 20DSMT 830 x 57 x 1155 35

coin lock

CZK 20DSMTCZ 830 x 57 x 1155 35
EUR 20DSMTEU 830 x 57 x 1155 35
PLN 20DSMTPL 830 x 57 x 1155 35
HUF 20DSMTHU 830 x 57 x 1155 35

Order number Length

20PRKAB  1 m
57 m

m

830 mm

115
5 

m
m

W

H

D

electromagnetic
compatibility

EMC
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Box charging cabinets
This cabinet enables system storage of electrical devices with simultane-
ous charging of their accumulators. Each of the eight boxes contains a 
pair of sockets which can be used for charging even more devices at a 
time. The integrated central electric trough saves floor space. Only the 
supply cable with the plug protrudes from the ground plan. The box cabi-
net is supplied with completely connected electrical components with 
certified electrical safety for immediate use or without connected com-
ponents and without certified electrical safety. The cabinets are supplied 
with electric sockets of type E for the Czech Republic and sockets of type 
F used, for instance, in Germany.

cover 
protection

IP20

20

Basic colour scheme
Unless a required colour is specified in the 
order, the basic colour scheme of RAL 7035 
for the housing and RAL 5012 for the door 
is used.
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8 boxes equipped with two 230V/16A sockets, 8 cylindrical locks, the cabinet variant 
without connection is supplied without internal cabling, 2 m supply cable

8 boxes equipped with two 230V/16A sockets, 8 coin locks, the cabinet variant without 
connection is supplied without internal cabling, 2 m supply cable

Box charging cabinet with cylindrical lock

Box charging cabinet with coin lock

Type 
sockets

Order number
without connection

Order number
with connection

W x D x H 
mm kg

E (CZ)   20BDS   20BDSM 800 x 500 x 1850 65
F (CZ)   20BDSF   20BDSFM 800 x 500 x 1850 65

Type 
sockets

Order number
without connection

Order number
with connection

W x D x H 
mm kg

E (CZ)

CZK 20BDSCZ CZK 20BDSMCZ

800 x 500 x 1850 65
EUR 20BDSEU EUR 20BDSMEU
PLN 20BDSPL PLN 20BDSMPL
HUF 20BDSHU HUF 20BDSMHU

F (DE)

CZK 20BDSFCZ CZK 20BDSFMCZ

800 x 500 x 1850 65
EUR 20BDSFEU EUR 20BDSFMEU
PLN 20BDSFPL PLN 20BDSFMPL
HUF 20BDSFHU HUF 20BDSFMHU

Locking

Box dimensions

Electric sockets

The charging boxes are equipped with cylindri-
cal locks or coin locks, which are for coins in 
the currencies: Czech crown, Euro, Polish zloty 
and Hungarian forint. 

The boxes are ideal for storage of working 
tools and notebooks. The internal space of 
each box is 390 x 325 x 475 mm

E-type socket F-type socket

The box cabinet can be ordered with 
connected electrical components with 
certified electrical safety or without 
connected components and without 
certified electrical safety.

The box cabinet can be ordered with 
connected electrical components with 
certified electrical safety or without 
connected components and without 
certified electrical safety.

Each box of the charging cabinet contains two 
230V/16A sockets. The electric sockets are in two 
variants - type E for the Czech Republic and other 
countries and type F for Germany and other countries

Catalog designation
E (CZ)

so-called French type, 
used in the Czech 
Republic and other 
countries

Catalog designation 
F (DE)

so-called Germany 
type, used in Germany 
and other countries
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Workshop charging cabinets
Charging stations with ventilation and cable bushing based on the 
design of the SK2 cabinet from the current range of POLAK furniture. 
The cabinet enables use of a wide range of accessories incl. electrical 
equipment, thanks to which the customer can create a charging station 
for accumulators with a large storage space. It was this variant for which 
the PP300 extension supply was created from two interconnected bodies 
with as many as eight sockets and independent switching. The extension 
supply can be attached to the cabinet side at two height levels. Another 
option is the use of the PP700 extension supply with nine sockets on the 
rear wall of the cabinet. 

cover 
protection

IP20

20

Basic colour scheme
Unless a required colour is specified in the 
order, the basic colour scheme of RAL 7035 
for the housing and RAL 5012 for the door 
is used.

Zn sheet shelf, loading capacity 100 kg, height-adjustable, 
4 hooks for hanging of shelf

Shelf

Order number W x D 
mm kg kg

  SK2-004P 1010 x 350 100 4,0

Perforated panel / pocket for documents

Order number W
mm kg

in the door - 2 pieces SK1-P1 350 0,7 / ks
in the side - 2 pieces SK2-P2 308 1,0 / ks
in the rear wall SK1-P3 1032 2,3
pocket for documents SK1-P4 350 1,2

Both supplies in total: 8 230V/16A sockets, 2 230V/16A switches, 
3 m supply cable with outlet on the profile side, supplied with 
holder for the charging cabinet side

9 230V/16A sockets, 1 230V/16A switch, 3 m supply cable with 
outlet on the profile side, supplied with magnetic fastening

Extension supply 2x 300 mmExtension supply 700 mm
Type 

sockets Order number W x D x H 
mm kg

E (CZ)   20PP300 300 x 73 x 34 0,8
F (DE)   20PP300F 300 x 73 x 34 0,8

Type 
sockets Order number W x D x H 

mm kg
E (CZ) 20PP700.EKU2 700 x 73 x 34 0,8
F (DE) 20PP700F.EKU2 700 x 73 x 34 0,8
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Extension supplies of two types have been designed for the 
workshop charging cabinets. The first one is the PP300 extension 
supply with as many as 8 sockets, assembled from two individual 
interconnected profiles. Each of the profiles has its own switch. It is 
supplied including a holder for fixing on the cabinet side. The other 
variant is the PP700 extension supply with 9 sockets, supplied with 
magnetic fastening.

2 shelves
shatter-proof hardened glass

Workshop charging cabinet

Extension supplies for the charging cabinet

Door Order number W x D x H 
mm kg kg

solid   20SK2PP 1044 x 405 x 1950 600 83
glass   20SK2PPS 1044 x 405 x 1950 600 84

Choose a suitable extension supply and 
accessories for the workshop charging 
cabinet. The extension supply cannot be 
located on the perforated panel.

For the suspension program 
range, see www.nabytek-polak.cz 
or the main Workshop Furniture 
2018/1 catalogue.
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